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Paradoxical Authorship: 
Tracing Authority in the Gorakhbāṇī

christine marrewa Karwoski

¿cómo podemos entender a un autor que pudo o no haber existido hace cien-
tos de años, pero que resulta crucial para la comprensión de un texto? Se cree 
que el Gorakhbāṇī, un texto filosófico que contiene las enseñanzas del yogui 
Gorakh, fue compuesto en algún momento del siglo xvii. entre otras cosas, el 
texto hace hincapié en la necesidad de un maestro o gurú para comprender el ver-
dadero significado: “La palabra verdadera constituye un cálculo de oro. Quien 
carece de maestro es un impostor, el discípulo de un gurú permanece virtuoso. 
Quien deambula sin maestro cae en el vicio” (Barthwal, Gorakh-Bānī, 149). 
Sin embargo, el gurú al que se refiere este texto es el asceta indio semilegen-
dario Guru Gorakhnāth, quien se cree que vivió cientos de años antes de la 
composición del texto. Esta problemática ocasiona dificultades específicas al 
tratar la cuestión de la autoría de este texto premoderno.

En este ensayo, mi argumento es que es necesario concebir a este guru como 
el autor del texto. mientras que su existencia es fundamental para comprender 
la veracidad del texto, al mismo tiempo él resulta necesariamente inexistente. 
Recurriendo a las teorías de Roland Barthes y Michel Foucault, el objetivo 
es sugerir que la autoría del Gorakhbāṇī debe entenderse según su propio y 
paradójico rubro. 

Palabras clave: literatura en hindi, india premoderna, teoría literaria, 
Nāth sampradāy, Sant Bhāṣā

How do we understand an author who may or may not have existed hundreds of 
years ago, but is necessary to true comprehension of a text? The Gorakhbāṇī, 
the teachings of Gorakh, is a philosophical text believed to have been com-
posed sometime in the seventeenth century. Amongst other things, it stressed 
the necessity of a teacher or guru to understand true meaning stating, “The 
word of truth is a golden calculation. He who is without a teacher is an impos-
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ter, the disciple of the teacher remains virtuous. He who is wandering without a 
guru falls into vice” (Bathwal, Gorakh-Bānī, 149). However, the guru that this 
text is attributed to is the semi-legendary Indian ascetic Guru Gorakhnāth who 
is believed to have lived hundreds of years previously, if at all. This problem 
creates specific difficulties when it comes to understanding the authorship of 
this pre-modern indian text.

In this essay I argue that the guru that is discussed throughout this text needs 
to be equated with the author of the text. While his existence is imperative to 
the understanding of the truth of this text, he is also necessary nonexistent. 
Building upon the theories of Roland Barthes and Michele Foucault, the aim of 
this paper is to suggest than the authorship of the Gorakhbāṇī should be under-
stood according to its own paradoxical rubric.

Keywords: Hindi literature, pre-modern India, literary theory, Nāth 
sampradāy, Sant Bhāṣā.
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The written word as a means of communication is fundamentally prob-
lematic. While often writing is employed to convey and disseminate sets 
of ideas to a broader group of people —people to whom the author may 
not have immediate access, nor have intended to have communicated 
with— the disjuncture between the producer of the idea and the audi-
ence is inherently troublesome. The significance of the author’s writ-
ings and the significance of the words which are received by the audi-
ence are necessarily divorced from one another through circumstances 
of time and place. This complex relationship which exists between the 
audience and the author has given rise to a series of theoretical questions 
concerning the ways in which the author should be understood. This di-
lemma of understanding authorship has prompted scholars to address 
this issue from a range of positions. Roland Barthes, more than a half 
of a century ago, approached this problem by declaring the author dead 
and began the process of burying authorial intent. In his seminal article 
“The Death of the Author,” Barthes suggests that the author’s intent is 
impossible to accurately establish and that the multiplicity of authorial 
meanings is focused not on the author but on the understanding of the 
reader (148). He considered it necessary for the author to metaphorical-
ly die in order for the modern reader’s authority to be born in the world 
of literature. However, this proposition is not without dispute. Michel 
Foucault reminded audiences that narrative is also a sort of literary al-
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chemical stone, rendering the author immortal. The question that arises 
in the study of South Asia literature is can modern Western theories be 
applied to the study of pre-modern Indian authorship? I would like to 
suggest that this is indeed possible and helpful, particularly in the case 
of the seventeenth-century poetry of the semi-legendary Indian ascetic, 
Guru Gorakhnāth. The following essay will demonstrate how combin-
ing the theories of Barthes and Foucault help us understand the issue of 
authorship in the Gorakhbāṇī, and how its author Guru Gorakhnāth and 
his authority must be seen as paradoxically both immortal and dead. 

i. Authorship

Since the early nineteenth century, conceptions of authorship in an Indi-
an context began to take on markedly different significance. The influ-
ence of modernity, print culture, and the ever important establishment 
of copyright laws in South Asia stressed the significance of the textual 
author and authorial intent as not previously demonstrated. The author 
began to be considered as the originator and proprietor of the work in 
question, possessing it as if it were singularly his own creation (Rose, 
Authors and Owners, 2). While the influences of others’ intellectual 
authorship were often conspicuously imprinted on any given piece of 
prose or poetry, modernity ensured that the composer who rearranged 
these ideas began to be celebrated in society as the “Author” of the work 
and that Author is seen as the inventor of the idea, the owner of the 
thoughts that are contained within the work and the artist who fashioned 
the text which is considered to be completely his own, both intellectu-
ally and financially. 

Many scholars have suggested that this may not be the most success-
ful manner for understanding texts, in a pre-modern South Asian con-
text. Sheldon Pollock has shown that for centuries many Sanskrit texts 
excluded the names of the authors and the participants who took part 
in intellectual discourses (“New Intellectuals”, 7). Other scholars such 
as John Stratton Hawley have stressed that the designation of author in 
Hindi literature is not necessarily used as a literal designation as such, 
as it is an affirmation of the author’s authority (“Author and Authority”, 
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270). Christian Novetzke has suggested that the text (or performance) is 
the creative property of groups of individuals which make up a complex 
author (“Divining an Author: The Idea of Authorship in an Indian Reli-
gious Tradition”, 238). 

Building upon the claims articulated by Barthes and Foucault, I will 
suggest a different way in which we may be able to consider authorship 
in a pre-modern Indian context. Due to the gravity placed on the spiri-
tual importance of the teacher within the Gorakhbāṇī and according 
to the text itself, Gorakhnāth himself must necessarily be regarded its 
author. As Gorkhanāth is the paradigmatic guru of the Nāth commu-
nity, without his guidance his disciples would be unable to comprehend 
his esoteric message. However, the literary techniques and paradoxi-
cal language employed in the text force the listeners and readers of the 
Gorakhbāṇī to come to terms with the contradictions within it. The disci-
ple’s power to claim authority over the text’s message is at times equal 
to that of Gorakhnāth, rendering the guru in the irrevocably paradoxical 
position of being both the text’s immortal author and an empty author-
ity. In short, I am proposing that Gorkhanāth’s authorship should be 
understood according to the text’s own paradoxical rubric. The author, 
like the text, is in a sense a secret.

ii. The Background

To understand Gorakhnāth’s authorship of the Gorakhbāṇī, it is first 
necessary to examine the history surrounding the guru and his litera-
ture. Little is historically known about Guru Gorakhnāth and no con-
clusive data survive concerning the ascetic’s life, therefore he has often 
been referred to as a semi-legendary preceptor. According to various 
traditions, he is considered to have lived some time between the ninth 
and thirteenth centuries. Historically, the geographic location of his ori-
gins have been as highly contested as the period in which he lived, and 
there appears to be no empirical evidence which records his historical 
existence at all. 

This problem of geographically locating a historical Gorakhnāth has 
not been overlooked by leaders of the Nāth community (sampradāy). 
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Recent printed publications from the Gorakhnāth Mandir in Gorakh-
pur, Uttar Pradesh, India, attempt to explain the yogi’s ambiguous his-
toric background by claiming that Gorakhnāth was present in all four of 
the Hindu eras or yugs, living in four different places. “satyayug meṁ 
unheṁ, paṁjāb, treta meṁ gorakhapur, dvāpr meṁ harmuj (dvārikā) 
aur kaliyug meṁ kaṭhiyavaṛ ke gorakhmaṁḍhī sthān me [sic] yogadeh 
meṁ abhivyakt kahā gayā haiṁ” [it has been said of him that he existed 
in the body of a yogi in Panjab in the first era, the golden age, in Gora-
khpur in the second era, the silver age, in Harmuj (Dwarka) in the third 
era, and in the fourth, dark age [he lives] in the cave of Gorakhmandhi 
at Kathiawar (Gujarat) (Srivastar, iv).

Due to the obvious uncertainty surrounding this ascetic’s historicity, 
some scholars such as Mohan Singh have speculated that the name 
Gorakhnāth was given as a general designative appellation. Singh pro-
poses that Gorakhnāth may be a title that was applied to holy men who 
have achieved a certain amount of yogic aptitude (Gorakhnāth, 2). 
Regardless of the lack of documentation surrounding the life of Guru 
Gorakhnāth, Gorakh has been attributed the authorship of a variety of 
philosophical, literary and instructional texts, which makes him in a 
very real sense an Author.

The oeuvre attributed to Gorakhnāth is primarily composed of philo-
sophical treatises and yogic manuals. Gorakhnāth is often considered to 
be the celebrated author of such Sanskrit texts as Siddha Siddhānta Pad-
dhati, Gorakaṣaśataka, and the Vivekamārtaṇḍa (Briggs, Gorakhnāth, 
255; Mallinson, “Nāth Sampradāya”, 413). Many of these texts empha-
size the Indian philosophy of daitādait lilakṣaṇ, or “natural difference 
and non-difference” (Pahlajrai, “Vedanta”, 9). According to Akshaya 
Kumar Banerjea, this is a philosophy that can only be obtained by the 
most enlightened yogis and is based on non-bias towards any intellec-
tual or philosophical view (Philosophy of Gorakhnath, 55). 

Besides the philosophical treatises that Gorakhnāth is accredited with, 
he has also been considered to be the founder of Haṭha Yoga. However 
in a lecture at The Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies, James Mallinson 
not only challenged Gorakhnāth’s historical authorship of extant San-
skrit yogic texts, but denies claims that the Nāth sampradāy was men-
tioned at all in many of the texts attributed to Gorakhnāth (“Siddhas, 
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Munis and Yogins but no Naths”). The issue of historical authorship 
is made even more problematic considering that the selection of texts 
attributed to Gorakhnāth are not solely written in the old Indo-Aryan 
language of Sanskrit, but also in early new Indo-Aryan languages as 
well. This places the language of the written works to have existed hun-
dreds of years after even the latest dates of Gorakhnāth’s purported life. 

In addition to Sanskrit texts, Gorakhnāth is also credited with the au-
thorship of literature composed in a medieval new Indo-Aryan dialect, 
named sant bhāṣā or sādhukhaṛī. Sant bhāṣā, a mixed medieval dialect 
of Hindi, was often employed as the language of record by itinerant 
yogis and sants in northern India (Schmidt, “Urdu”, 288). While sant 
bhāṣā is most often associated with the poetry of the nirguṇ bhaktas 
such as Guru Nānak and Kabīr, identifying its linguistic taxonomy is 
incredibly difficult (Shapiro, “Observations”, 185). Due to the nomadic 
lifestyle of the holy men who communicated in this language, mul-
tiple linguistic differences exist between the various texts identified as 
being composed in sant bhāṣā. 

The most well known compilation of verses attributed to the leader 
of the Nāth sampradāy and written in sant bhāṣā is the Gorakhbāṇī, 
the sayings of Gorakhnāth. The history of the Gorakhbāṇī appears to 
parallel the history of its author, in the manner that information con-
cerning both is largely unknown. The text is generally attributed to a 
late medieval context, yet the date of the composition of it is unrecorded 
(barthwal, Gorakh-bāni, 12-14). However, linguistic analysis of this 
text indicates that it is unlikely that these verses were composed before 
the seventeenth century, historically situating the poetry centuries after 
Gorakhnāth was thought to have lived (Callewaert and Op de Beeck, 
Nirguna Bhakti Sagara, 37). 

iii. The Bāṇī

The Gorakhbāṇī is divided into two parts: the śabadī or sayings of 
Gorakhnāth and the padas which are the poetic verses. While these 
sections are distinct from one another, themes reoccur in both parts. 
Although these themes are not particularly uncommon to other medi-
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eval South Asian literary traditions, they are crucial to understanding 
Gorakhnāth’s role as “Author” in the Gorakhbāṇī. both sections of the 
text emphasize the centrality of śabada (or the sacred word of the guru), 
the vital importance of the guru’s guidance, and the ultimate goal of 
immortality. The abundance of passages in the text dedicated to these 
themes attests to their importance within the tradition. 

The Gorakhbāṇī places an immense emphasis on śabada. While the 
importance of śabada in Indian religion can be located as far back as 
the Vedas, it is given such preeminence in the teachings of the Nāth 
sampradāy that some have defined the philosophy of the community 
as Shabadism (Vaudeville, Kabir, 139). in the Gorakhbāṇī, śabada is 
considered to be the divine word which emanates from the guru, but 
is not of the guru. It is considered to be the beginning and the end of 
everything, and the supreme revelation that exists in and of itself. The 
complexity and completeness of śabada in the Gorakhbāṇī is illustrated 
in the following sākhī or verse: 

sabadahiṁ tālā sabadahiṁ kūcī sabadhiṁ sabada jagāyā
sabadahiṁ sabada sūṁ paracā hūā, sabadahiṁ sabada samāyā.

[Sabada alone [is] the lock, sabada alone [is] the key, Only sabada 
awakens sabada. Only Sabada [is] acquainted with sabada, saba-
da alone pervades sabada] (Barthwal, Gorakh-bani, 28).

if śabada is seen to be central to the Nāth sampradāy and the mes-
sage of the Gorakhbāṇī, then essential to receiving and understanding 
this revelation is the guru. This point is consistently highlighted in the 
text. Like many other texts devoted to tantric yoga, much of the vocabu-
lary used in the Gorakhbāṇī is esoteric. This use of language requires 
that a guru explain the meaning of the text to his disciple, limiting the 
manner in which the text can be misunderstood. Perhaps the most dis-
tinctive characteristic of the Gorakhbāṇī is its intentionally obscure 
rhetoric and paradoxical speech. This rhetoric may also be the most 
conspicuous determinant for the guru’s indispensability. 

Sandhābhāṣā or sandhyābhāṣā, a liminal language, and ulaṭavāmsī, 
paradoxical language, literally riddle the verses of the Gorakhbāṇī, 
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encouraging the audiences of the text to interpret its verses in a mul-
tiplicity of ways. While both of these methods are ultimately different 
literary techniques, the goal and outcome of both is the same. The 
text is rendered “secretive” to everyone but an elite group of spiritual 
adepts. 

The literary technique of sandhābhāṣā or sandhyābhāṣā, as its two 
names imply, eludes simple glosses. While bhāṣā is certainly translated 
as speech, language or dialect, the first part of these karmadhārya com-
pounds, sandhā and sandhyā, is more complex. Sandhā is usually trans-
lated in English as “union, agreement, union or intention” and the com-
pounded word as a whole is often translated as “intentional language” 
(Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 1144; Gold, The Lord as Guru, 
124). While most modern scholars believe that sandhābhāṣā is the ac-
curate term applied to this literary technique, other scholars have con-
sidered the rightful designation for these expressions to be sandyābhāṣā 
(Bharati, “Intentional Language”, 261). 

Sandhyābhāṣā is often construed to mean “twilight language,” as 
sandhyā is translated as twilight or juncture. While this had been the 
Sanskritists’ appellation of choice previous to the mid-twentieth cen-
tury, in 1954 Mircea Eliade argued that there was no clear reference 
to the idea of sandhyābhāṣā in the texts. eliade claimed that the term 
sandhyābhāṣā was a result of scribal error. He posited that scribes who 
had employed this term were not acquainted with the significance of 
sandhā and therefore altered the designation to correspond with some-
thing that they were familiar with: sandhyā (Yoga, 250). 

While these dual appellations may initially appear problematic 
(“intentional language” implies a markedly different significance than 
does “twilight language”), it is possible that this is exactly the point. 
Regardless of the title given to this technique, what does remain clear 
is that this rhetoric is employed to be ambiguous. This technique em-
ploys double entendres to obscure a singular definite meaning for the 
poetry. The following verse displays the use of liminal language in 
the text:

basatī na sunyaṁ sunyaṁ na basatī āgama āgocara aisā
gagana-siṣara mahiṁ bālaka bolai tākā nāṁv gharuge kaisā.
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[Inhabited is not void, void is not inhabited. Like this [it is] in-
accessible and mysterious. In the mists of the heavens a young 
boy speaks, how will they hold onto his boat?] (Barthwal, 
Gorakh-bani, 21).

In addition to the manner in which I have translated the verse above, 
it can also be interpreted as, A) “Inhabited is not empty, empty is not 
inhabited. In this manner the tantric text is mysterious. At the top of the 
heavens the young boy speaks, how will they maintain his name?” or B) 
“Inhabited is not empty, empty is not inhabited. In this manner the Veda 
is mysterious. On the roof of the sky the young boy speaks, What kind 
of name will you possess?” Finally, the verse can also be understood 
as C) “Inhabited is not empty, empty is not inhabited. In this way the 
future is mysterious. In the rains of the heavens a young boy speaks, 
what type of boat will they possess?” Without a doubt, one can see why 
a guru’s guidance is necessary for parsing this verse, the only thing that 
appears to remain consistent is mystery. The ambiguity in these sākīs 
necessitates that a guru, or an author, lead one along the right path of 
meaning. 

if the intent of sandayabhāṣā or liminal language is ambiguity then 
ulaṭavāṃsi is the rhetoric of paradox. This is not to say that liminal 
language does not occur in ulaṭavāmsī verses, however ulaṭavāmsī par-
ticularly thrives on turning conventional notions topsy-turvy and forc-
ing the readers into re-considering the world as they know it. This para-
doxical rhetoric conveys the tension between conventional truth and 
ultimate truth and attempts to coax the reader into figuring out the rela-
tionship that exists between them (Wright, “The Significance of Para-
doxical Language”, 325-338). The ultimate value of ulaṭavāmsī is con-
sidered to be the paradox itself. Its form and negation is considered to 
be the indispensable training tool used on yogic disciples (Eliade, Yoga, 
250). An example of verse which employs this technique of ulaṭavāmsī 
is the following sākī:

gigani maṁḍala meṁ gāya biyāī kāgad dahī jamāyā
chāṁchi chāṁṇi paṁḍitā pīvī sidhāṁ māṣaṇa pāyā 
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[In the orbit of heaven, a cow was born,1 Yoghurt coagulated 
on the paper. The pandits drank the churned buttermilk [and] 
the siddhas obtained the butter] (Barthwall, Gorakh-bani, 86).

There seems to be no end to the ways in which misunderstandings 
might occur in reading these verses of the Gorakhbāṇī. It is difficult 
to decide which tools to utilize in even beginning to deconstruct the 
meaning of this verse. With cows being born in heaven and coagulated 
yogurt being drunk and eaten by siddhas and pandits, to the uniniti-
ated, this verse makes about as much sense as a nursery rhyme. It is 
confusing and humorous and appears to be non-sensical. Yet, we are 
told that with the help of the guru, these verses will convey messages 
of the utmost import. Comprehension of their meaning is the gateway 
to immortality.

Immortality is considered to be the ultimate goal of the Nāth 
sampradāy. Through meditation, asceticism, purification, and guidance 
the disciple gains control over his body, the microcosm of the world. 
However, immortality is only achieved when the yogi understands the 
paradoxical teachings instructed to him by his guru and this compre-
hension can only be accomplished through the transcendence of dual-
ity (Barthwall, Gorakh-bani, 26). It is only when the disciple is able 
to understand the paradoxical language and the liminal literary tech-
niques employed in the Gorakhbāṇī, that the adept realizes that there 
was never a need for a guru in the first place. He realizes that there is no 
differentiation between himself and the guru. 

I suggest that if we are to understand authorship through the rhetori-
cal rubrics presented in the Gorakhbāṇī we must first understand the 
guru and the author to be the same. If we understand the author of 
the Gorakhbāṇī to also be the ultimate guru of the Nāth sampradāy, 
Guru Gorakhnāth, then we are able to understand that the author is both 
alive and dead. He is both necessary and irrelevant to the disciple’s / 
audience’s understanding. While a vision like this may be difficult to 
comprehend, daitādait lilakṣaṇ (or non-dual-duality between seeming-

1 This translation for bayiāī is Gordan Djurdjevic’s (Masters of Magical Powers, 
242).
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ly opposite states) is the ultimate goal of the text. If Gorakhnāth himself 
states that one must die in order to become immortal, “jīvatā kai tali 
mūvā bichāyabā yūṃ bolyā goraṣ baṇī ” [The corpse2 should be spread 
out [as] the base of life, thus Gorakh’s uttered [his] teachings] (Barth-
wal, Gorakh-bani, 85), then this philosophy must also be able to be ap-
plied to ideas concerning authorship in the Gorakhbāṇī. The corpse of 
the author’s authority is the base of his immortality. 

If ultimately there is no inherent necessity for the guru’s gloss of the 
Gorakhbāṇī, then the author’s authority over the text is also expend-
able. The disciple/ reader/ audience is the ultimate authority over the 
text: the author of its meaning. Yet, the reader, the disciple, the audience 
could never realize their own authorial power over the text if it were not 
for the guidance of the guru/author. Gorakhnāth is singularly respon-
sible for the divine word contained in the text, singularly responsible 
for limiting the acceptable interpretations of the text and singularly re-
sponsible for guiding spiritual neophytes along the path to immortality. 
He is the spiritual guru, the philosophical authority of the community, 
and the sole creator of the message of the Gorakhbāṇī.

The paradoxical and ambiguous literary techniques and language, 
which are necessary for the training of the yogic disciple, highlight 
the problems surrounding a true understanding of the author in the 
Gorakhbāṇī. It is nearly impossible for the uninitiated to comprehend 
the true meaning of this paradoxical figure. The author, Gorakhnāth, 
is both immortal and without being. He never was and will never cease 
to be. 

Barthes states “the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the Au-
thor,” (Image, Music, Text, 148) however he was not dealing with the 
writings and words of Gorakhnāth. The paradoxical authorship of the 
Gorakhbāṇī, the immortality of the author and his nonexistence, is not 
problematic at all. It is simply another training tool employed to locate 
ultimate truth through the transcendence of duality. In order to under-
stand the Gorakhbāṇī we need to understand that both Barthes and Fou-

2 An exact English gloss for the word mūṁ999vā continues to be questionable, 
however Pitambar Datt Barthwal glosses the word in modern standard Hindi as mṁ99tak, 
which translates to mean corpse in English.
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cault are both equally correct in their assertions about the Author: sole 
authorial power rests in neither the ideas of the author nor the reader. 
Authorial intent belongs to both... and to neither.
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